Changing the face
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“I co-founded Now Teach
because it seemed to me that
there was a clear need for a
Teach First in reverse. After 32
years as a columnist on the
Financial Times, I wanted to
retrain as a maths teacher but
I couldn’t find any route into
the profession that was designed
for people at my life stage.”

Lucy Kellaway
CO-FOUNDER

What is Now Teach?
Schools throughout the UK are being challenged to
enhance the quality of education that they provide
and address educational inequality while
simultaneously facing a shortage of teachers.
At the same time, with working lives growing longer,
many experienced and highly skilled professionals
are looking for new and rewarding challenges for their
later careers.
Now Teach addresses both these issues by recruiting
experienced professionals to become teachers in
shortage subjects.
Our candidates have decades of experience as
leaders in a variety of sectors. We place them in
partner schools, support them through their training
and connect them to a professional network that
amplifies their impact and accelerates their progress.

What we offer
partner schools
NOW TEACHERS
All of our participants have had successful first
careers. They have skills and competencies
that translate to the classroom and the
practice of teaching – communication, time
management, influencing and decisionmaking. They are passionate and inspiring
individuals whose experience and insights
will enhance your school community.

SHORTAGE SUBJECTS
We focus on recruiting professionals who are
motivated to teach subjects for which there is
the greatest need – 58% of our 2018 cohort are
STEM teachers and 17% are MFL.

QUALITY AND COMMITMENT
We introduce you to professionals who are
committed to becoming teachers for the long
term. You will see them in action in your
classrooms and interview them yourself
before deciding on whether they are a good
fit for your school.
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“Bringing in teachers who have
already had hugely successful
careers in top professions not only
inspires young people to consider
this for themselves as a realistic
option, but gives them the business
links and practical skills they need
to succeed.”

Matt Jones
PRINCIPAL, GLOBE ACADEMY

“Having worked with Now Teach
candidates first hand I have been
impressed with their commitment
and calibre. Their different
backgrounds and experience
are a welcome addition to the
classroom and the school as
a whole.”

Lucy Frame
PRINCIPAL, ALL SAINTS ACADEMY

How it works
FIND

RECRUIT

ASSESS

Now Teach runs a high-profile national campaign
to attract top-quality candidates.

Now Teachers demonstrate their suitability through
application, assessment centre and experience in
your school including an in-school interview. You get
the final say.
We assess candidates based on five competency areas
• Learning, Self Awareness, and Self Development
•R
 esilience and Adaptability
•O
 rganisational Skills and Time Management
• Communication
• Motivation for Teaching
Candidates also complete a subject knowledge assessment.

TRAIN

RETAIN

We deliver our programme in partnership with quality
ITT providers taking our candidates through to QTS and
supporting them as their teaching careers develop.

We offer our candidates high levels of support, not just
during their training, but throughout their NQT year,
to keep them in teaching and within your school.

Jane Leighton
BEFORE: CREATIVE INDUSTRIES
NOW: MATHS TEACHER

Jane has worked in the Creative Industries
for the last 25 years. She trained as a visual
artist and continued her own practice until
2003 when she co-founded Fundamental
Architectural Inclusion, a small dynamic
education organisation with the aim of
building long-term relationships with people
to help them genuinely take part in the
process of regeneration in their local area.
Jane co-led the organisation from initial
set-up at grass roots level to CABE funded
Architecture Centre and member of
the national architecture centre network;
widely recognised as leading the field in
youth engagement in the built environment.
I think I’ve looked at my career as a series
of phases. For me I’m in my 50s and there
is another potential 20 years that I will be
working. I want to do something that I’m
going to feel rewarded by. I’m looking for
a new chapter.

Daniel Eilon
BEFORE: MEDIA LAWYER
NOW: ENGLISH TEACHER

Daniel has been a media lawyer for 25 years,
latterly as a partner in a large international
firm. Before that he was a university lecturer.
He says that unlike teaching and despite
getting a lot out if it, he never felt that being
a lawyer was his vocation, so in many ways
teaching English is a return to his first love.
Going into this, I had a sense that
I needed a challenge but also that
I wanted to be useful. I have been
useful. That is a wonderful feeling.

Lara Agnew
BEFORE: DIRECTOR/PRODUCER
NOW: ENGLISH TEACHER

Lara started in documentary as a researcher on a film
made in South Africa at the time of the first democratic
election. Lara then worked in the London newsroom of
CBS News and graduated onto their flagship investigative
programme, 60 Minutes. She then made various current
affairs documentaries for Channel 4 and BBC2 – first as
an assistant producer and then as a director/producer.
 y previous career was about telling stories, and
M
in a way when you are in the classroom you are
trying to tell the best story you can. I’m astonished
at how much overlap there has been.

Now Teach support
Like you, we are committed to recruiting high-quality
teachers who will develop long-term careers in
the schools that need them. In addition to their Initial
Teacher Training, our programme offers:

RESPONSIVE TRAINING PERSONALISED AND
AND DEVELOPMENT
BESPOKE PARTICIPANT
SUPPORT
We provide extra support and
resources to help Now Teach
participants succeed. Now Teach
works with schools to address any
skills gaps and to accelerate their
progress. We also offer support
and training for your existing
school staff to help them mentor
Now Teachers.

COHORT EVENTS
We organise ‘teach meets’, cohort
sessions and panel discussions.
Our speakers have included
headteachers, education authors
and representatives from the
Chartered College of Teaching.

Our programme managers
visit schools and respond to
participants’ needs on an
individual and cohort basis.
Additionally, our wellbeing
coaches support Now Teachers
throughout the year.

OPPORTUNITIES
TO FORM PEER
RELATIONSHIPS
We use regular social
opportunities, social media and
buddying connections with a
previous cohort member to
provide meaningful support
throughout the programme.

Help us change the
face of teaching
Since 2016 Now Teach has recruited over 120 teachers to work in
more than 40 schools in London and Hastings.
Your school could be the next to join our pioneering programme.

HOW YOU CAN ENGAGE WITH NOW TEACH:
•	Nominate a person in school
who is happy to support
Now Teach

•	Offer to host school experience
for potential trainees, including
an interview

•	Let us know what teachers you
need. We try to place at least
three in any school

•	Agree to offer a four-day week
(including training release time)

Contact us to find out more
Email: liz.taylor1@nowteach.org.uk
Tel: 0776 363 7880

Email: info@nowteach.org.uk Tel: 0207 430 8878
@NowTeachOrg

@NowTeach
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